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they were adopted by (J. b\ Deetken in 1857, when he introduced the system into California.
The following three systems of chJorination were developed, and used in different parts of the world : ..........
1.   The PlulhH'r /m>mv,s', in which tlie gold is dissolved by means of gaseous chlorine acting on moist ore.   The actual solvent is really a saturated solution of chlorine in water.    The process is almost obsolete.
2.   The Bttrrd •/j/'oms-.s, in which a supersaturated solution of chlorine in water is used, the cldorine^ being kept in solution by an atmosphere of chlorine of a few pounds pressure inside the barrel.   The process is obsolete.
3.   The   Vttt-xolnl'nw /mxr.s-x,  in which  weaker,  unsaturated solutions of chlorine are used.    The process is obsolete.
These processes are described separately below, in the order of their introduction on a working scale. Kor (he volatilisation (chlorine, roasting) process, see above, p. --H.
Plattner Process at Reichenstein.1 The. material ti-ea,tcd consisted of the residues obtained by roasting arsenical iron pyrites for the production of white arsenic, \\hich was volatilised and condensed in brick chambers. There, were fort v- eight earthen chlorination pots, each holding 150 Ibs. of ore. Those pots were strengthened with iron hoops, and suspended on. two-journals, so (hat they could be discharged by inverting them.
The. lower part of the pots was of a conicjtl sha.pe, and' this part was filled with pebbles and sand covered with a. perforated earthen plate, the function of whieh \\as to prevent the ore from mixing with the filter bod. The ore filled the evlindrieal part of the pot above (ho earthen plate.. The chlorine was generated by the action oi hydrochloric a,nd sulphuric, ae.ids on manganese dioxide in earthenware vessels, and was conveyed thence to the. ore. pots through leaden pipes. The gas was introduced, below the (ilter bed, and passed upwards through the ore. for an hour; a. wooden cover was then fitted on, but not luted down until chlorine had been passed for from six to seven hours longer, after which all joints wore, luted down with dough, and the vat. left until the next day. The. cover was then removed and water, at- a temperature of Irom 01' to 77 KM poured on, and allowed, to percolate, through the ore and filter bed by gravity. The liquid coming from twenty-four pots \\us conveyed to four vats, the first one being filled with •solution before the .second was used, and so on ; the contents of the fourth. vat, being too poor for precipitation, wore used over again for leaching. The leaching was stopped when '.Hi eubir feel of wafer had passed through the total charge of .'Uioo Ibs., this being at (he rate of ,'H2 gallons per ton of 2,000 lb,s. The liquid from (fie first three vats was drawn oil' into twenty glass globes, which were heated on a sand bath so as to raise the temperature-to 77" F. Sulphuretted hydrogen, obtained from fused sulphide of lead and sulphuric acid, was passed through until the saturation point was reached, when the liquid was left, to settle until the next day ; after this the clear supernatant liquid was passed through sawdust filters to catch all the sulphide of gold, which might si ill have been in suspension. The sulphides were refined by dissolving then; in acids, precipitating the metallic gold
1   II.  K«-iIt ltnttfnkuml<\ ISOS, 4,372.

